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Regional Training Institute, Kolkata was declared as Knowledge Centre on 

Compliance Audit in August 2012. In pursuit of excellence in our assigned 

areas of Knowledge Centre, we attempt to bring out series of interesting 

cases of frauds / deviation from rules and regulation etc. reported and 

reflected in the Comptroller and Auditor General of India’s Audit Report 

(Commercial) of different State Governments, as case studies. In preparing 

the instant case study, the models adopted by INTOSAI and some other 

business schools have been followed. 

The case study “The West Bengal Essential Commodities Supply 

Corporation Limited (WBECSC) suffered loss of ` 193.60 crore in export of 

iron ore fines” has been prepared based on the Audit Para appeared in 

Audit Report No.4 of 2005-06 of Comptroller and Auditor General of India 

(Commercial) –Government of West Bengal. 

I hope that the readers would benefit from this .The suggestion, if any, are 

welcome and would help us in future. 
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The West Bengal Essential Commodities Supply Corporation Limited 

(WBECSC) suffered loss of ` 193.60 crores in export of iron ore fines due to 

violation of basic principles of financial propriety and regularity which 

benefited the Associates, shipping agents and foreign buyers at the cost of 

the Company’s financial health. 

 

 

 

est Bengal Essential Commodities Supply Corporation Limited (WBECSC) is a company 

owned wholly by Government of West Bengal. The principal activities of the company are 

trading in food grains, edible oil, sugar, pulses, oilseeds and other essential commodities. 

However, the prospects of business of different essential commodities related to Public 

Distribution System did not seem to be bright to the management. Hence, in March 2002, the 

Company proposed to diversify into business relating to exports to improve its financial position. 

Before embarking upon the new area of business, the company had not undertaken the due-

diligence in a transparent manner by observing all basic principles of financial propriety and 

regularity. There was no feasibility study of the proposed new venture and major decisions like 

choosing the business partner was not taken with the approval of Board of Directors. Moreover, 

as the company did not have prior experience in the field, the assistance of other PSUs engaged 

in similar business should have been asked for and, above all, one Export-Import Committee 

should have been constituted to oversee the export – import business.  

Based on a suo-moto proposal (December 2003) from Mr. X, the principal prime mover (PPM), the 

Managing Director (MD) of the Company, without the approval of the Board of Directors (BOD), 

decided (March 2004) to export 1.80 lakh tonnes (sale value being `28.60 crore) of Iron Ore Fine 

(IOF) to China through the business Associates to earn the projected profit of `1.73 crore i.e. 

margin of 6.05 per cent on the sale value. Between July/August 2004 and May/June 2005, the 

W 
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Company exported 13.96 lakh dry metric tons (DMT) IOF valued ` 376.36 crores to China in 34 

vessels through 18 Associates. 

 

A huge losses of ` 193.60 crore were inflicted on the Company by taking up the business of export 

of iron ore fines without conducting proper feasibility study, assigning the contracts without 

verifying the credentials of Associates and Shipping Agents. The Export Packing Credit (EPC) was 

drawn against letter of credit (LC) which was not executed; advances were released 

indiscriminately and payments to Associates and Shipping Agents were made without securing the 

Company’s financial interest. Further, there were instances of double encashment of LC, violation 

of RBI directives and violation of contractual obligations. In other words, the basic principles of 

financial propriety, regularity and accountability were flouted on various occasions.  

 

The audit opines that WBESC could avoid the loss if:- 

i) Feasibility study was carried out and the assistance of any other PSU engaged in export was 

undertaken before embarking upon the business of export of iron ore fines.   

ii) Associates and Shipping Agents were appointed after verifying their credentials in a 

transparent manner. 

iii) Standardized and legally valid agreements were executed with the Associates/Shipping 

Agents by safeguarding the interest of the Company. 

iv) Advances were released to the Associates after scrutiny of records scrupulously and 

against the security deposit. 

v)  Foreign buyers were properly identified before exporting the IOF. 

 

i) The Company released excess amount of advance (`45.09) to Associates. These 

excess/unadjusted advance resulted in excess payment of interest of `4.58 crore on EPC. Further, 

`15.74 crore was advanced to two shipping agents against seven vessels but the vessels were 

never placed and the advances could not be recovered.  
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ii) In absence of an enabling provision in the agreements with the Associates for recovery of 

avoidable demurrage (` 7.07 crore) and excess freight (` 23 lakh) paid by the Associates, the 

Company suffered a loss of ` 7.30 crore on account of delayed loading/ failure to arrange cargo 

by two Associates. 

iii) Freight had been remitted in advance through the banks on the instructions of shipping agents 

without ascertaining subsequently whether the remittance actually reached the vessel owners or 

not. As a result, the vessel owners/ foreign buyers deducted ` 17.46 crore from WBECSC’s dues as 

they had not received the freight charges. 

In another case, on the instruction of a shipping agent, WBECSC remitted the freight advance of 

`18.03 crore to different foreign bank accounts to which WBECSC was entitled to receive `19.88 

crore as freight reimbursement, interest on advance etc. In this regard, WBECSC was unable to 

realise the `10.22 crore as there was no clause for recovery in the agreements. 

iv) The Company without identifying the foreign buyers, shipped three consignments leading to 

a loss of `11, 22 crore. 

v) Due to callous attitude and inefficiency on the part of WBECSC, invoices for `9.06 crore against 

21 consignments shipped between September 2004 and May 2005 was not raised at all and they 

became time – barred. 

vi) Due to breach of contract with the foreign buyers, the company, in one case,   failed to realize 

its dues and sustained loss of `4.97 crore and, in another two cases, the company had to pay 

compensation of `6.98 crore to two foreign buyers. 

vii) WBECSC did not export single tone of IOF to seven buyers where there were eight valid LCs 

for supply of 3.71 lakh DMT. Instead, it exported 5.33 lakh DMT without having LC and that too at 

lower rate in 13 consignments to Chinese buyers and sustained a loss of `24.18 crore. In addition, 

against 12 out of these13 consignments, WBECSC admitted claims of ̀ 11.62 crore from the foreign 

buyers/ agents towards custom penalty, discharge expenses, port fees/ penalty, agency 

commission etc. at the destination port, without calling for documents in support of these claims. 

Moreover, due to violation of contractual obligations and diversion of cargo by WBECSC, the 

recovery of `14.81 crore against two consignments became doubtful. 

viii) The Company contravened the banking regulations and discounted three LCs with two banks 

to draw EPC of ` 24.37 crore in excess of their face value by presenting original as well as 
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photocopies of these LCs at two different banks. The matter was not investigated to fix 

responsibility. 

 
 

During test check of the records of the Company it was revealed that:- 

i) The Company did not compile the accounts for 2004-05 despite repeated requests from the 

Statutory Auditors. 

ii) The Managing Director (MD) of the Company decided (March 2004), without the approval of 

the Board of Directors (BOD), to export Iron Ore Fine (IOF) to China through the business 

Associates based on their suo-moto proposal without undertaking any feasibility study. 

iii) The Company had neither laid down any criteria for appointment of the Associates nor invited 

any expressions of interest for their appointment as Associates. Based on suo-moto proposals 

received, the Managing Director approved the engagement of 18 Associates without verifying 

their credentials.  

iv) The Company had neither standardised its agreements with the Associates/Shipping Agents 

nor had these agreements vetted by the Legal wing of the Company to safeguard the Company’s 

interest. 

v) The MD constituted a committee in June 2005 to oversee export and import activities, when 

the export of IOF to China had already been completed.   

Audit Examination and evidence collection. 

Acting on these red flag indicators, the Audit party conducted the scrutiny of the information and 

records available with the audited entity, interviewed the staff and Officers of the audited entity 

and obtained collateral records/ information from other sources to ensure reliability of entity’s 

records. The records at different banks were also examined which revealed the action of criminal 

offence like production of one Letter of Credit, once in original and another time by production of 

photo copy, at two banks and fraudulent drawal of cash against the same. 
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i) The Annual Financial Statement need to be compiled within due time. 

ii)  Keeping in mind the basic principle of financial propriety and regularity, all major decisions 

should be taken in transparent manner with the approval of Board of Director. 

iii) The feasibility study to be conducted for every new venture, assistance of other PSUs engaged 

in similar business should have been sought and, above all, there was a need for constitution of 

Export-Import Committee to oversee the export – import business. 

iv)  Associates/Shipping Agent should have been appointed on a competitive basis against the 

approved criteria on verification of their credential. 

v) Standardized and legally vetted Agreement should have been executed with the Business 

Associates/Shipping Agents keeping in mind the interest of the Company. 

 

 

Audit Para appeared in Audit Report No. 4 (Chapter-IV Transaction Audit Observation) for the 

year ended 31 March 2006 of Comptroller and Auditor General of India (Commercial) –

Government of West Bengal. 
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